PVC-U
TRUNKING
A range of cost-effective
PVC-U cable containment for
general wiring installations.
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PVC-U TRUNKING
Our PVC-U cable containment systems are easy to install, light to handle and cost-effective to use. We have a wide range
of PVC-U trunking solutions in different heights, designs, cable capacities for the distribution of power and data; making
it an excellent choice of material for the majority of commercial, education and healthcare environments. PVC-U is a selfextinguishing material and therefore helps to stop the spread of fire.
We are very proud that our PVC-U products have been manufactured using 80%* recycled
material during the last year. This equates to the equivalent of 300 double decker buses
worth of PVC-U that we have prevented going to landfill!

PVC-U TRUNKING

All we are changing is the environment, using recycled PVC-U reduces greenhouse gases by 20 times when compared to
virgin PVC-U. Reassuringly, we have been using recycled material for over 20 years, we take our effect on the environment
very seriously and are doing our best to minimise our impact on it.
(* Figures based on our production usages from 1/1/18 to 31/12/18)

Standard colour
The standard colour for each Marshall-Tufflex range is shown within each relevant product
information section, although solid white RAL 9003 is our most popular colour option for PVC-U.
The below table identifies the relevant RAL colour reference for all our standard colour options,
dependent on product range. However we would be happy to quote for any other colour
requirements, please see the Special Colours section.
Material

Standard colour

Colour code suffix

RAL

PVC-U

Solid White
Red
Brown

WH
RD
BN

9003
3020
8017

Standard Colours

WH

RD

BN

WH: White RD: Red BN: Brown

Please note: it is dependent on the product range as to which colour is available as standard.

Special colours
To help enhance the style of an installation, different variations of solid colour are
sometimes required.
We can provide special colours in either a solid PVC-U solution or a painted solution
dependent on your client’s preference. All special colour requirements will need to be
specified as a RAL colour.
Please note: due to different processes and materials utilised, it may not always be
possible to obtain an exact colour match between the extruded and moulded product.
Please note: these colours are made to order and therefore are subject to set up charges and a longer lead time.
For more information and a quotation contact our Technical Team on +44 (0)1424 856688.

Bio antimicrobial trunking
Where hygiene is a priority, Marshall-Tufflex has a solution with integral antimicrobial properties
that can be incorporated within the PVC-U perimeter trunking and deliver ongoing antimicrobial
protection that prevents 99.9% of harmful bacteria.
Because the Marshall-Tufflex Bio trunking solution is integral to the PVC-U material, there is no
reduction in effectiveness of the trunking throughout its life – even if it is scratched or damaged.
Bench Trunking is available in Bio but not available as standard and is made to order and
therefore subject to set up charges and a longer lead time. For more information and a
quotation contact our Technical Team on +44 (0)1424 856688.
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